
CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

Conclusion

Sleeping Beauty Movie, a 1959 American animated musical fantasy film produced by

Walt Disney, contains of five types of directive speech on the utterances of the characters. The

types of directive speech found in this movie are commanding, requesting, advising, forbidding,

and inviting. Commanding, as its name command which means an order giving by someone who

has a strong position, is the most frequently appeared in this movie. There are 24 data of

commanding found in this movie which is 52.17%. In summary, the reason why commanding

mostly appear in this movie because the movie is telling about love story in Kingdom which

means the social status is shown here, and the command mostly given by the king to the servant,

by the king to the prince, and also by the older to the younger.

Moreover, the characters in sleeping beauty movie who mostly used directive speech type

of commanding is Flora, the oldest and the most authoritative fairy who takes care of Aurora.

She usually gives command to the other fairy, to Flora, or even to prince Phillip. Another

character who uses directive speech type of commanding is Maleficent. She is the most powerful

and evil fairy of all, who always gives command to her servants. Finally, the other characters

who also give command are King Hubert and King Stefan. Both of the characters are King who

has authority in giving command to the fairy, servants, guard, and even to the prince.

On the other hand, inviting, the type of directive speech which means a polite, formal, or

friendly request for going somewhere or doing something, is the least type of directive speech

appeared in this movie. There are only 3 (three) data inviting which is only 6.52%. It can be said

that the reason why the directive speech act type of inviting is the least used by the character is



still related with the social status in the movie which is about kingdom life. The characters in the

movie mostly give an order by using authority rather than politeness.  In fact, there are only three

data of inviting which is found in the utterance of Aurora who invites Prince Phillip to meet.

Aurora is considered as a beautiful and polite princess. That is why she used directive speech

type of inviting rather than commanding.

Suggestion

Based on the conclusions above, the writer would like to offer some suggestions. First,

many people can learn speaking skill in addition to directive speech acts from “Sleeping

Beauty”. The writer recommends this movie for some schools and universities not only to help

the students to improve their speaking ability but also to teach directive speech acts. Second, the

study in this research is only focused on the directive speech acts. More comprehensive research

on the psychological aspects of illocutionary and perlocutionary speech acts in this movie will be

very interesting to do. Through this study we will have better understanding why and how people

react or response to directive speech acts based on the psycho-analysis.

This research is far from perfect, because of the limitation of time and knowledge of the

writer itself. Therefore, some suggestions and advices from the readers need in order to make

this research better and more complete.
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